
2023 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Special Visual Effects In A Season Or A Movie

Andor

Andor tells the story of an unlikely hero, Cassian Andor, and the circumstances that shape him into a Rebel
leader. In an era fraught with danger, Andor explores a new perspective on the galaxy - examining the
choices of everyday people that form the soul of a revolution.

The Boys

It’s been a year of calm. Homelander’s subdued. Butcher works for the government. They itch to turn this
peace and quiet into blood and bone. When The Boys learn of a mysterious Anti-Supe weapon, it sends
them crashing into the Seven and chasing the legend of OG Superhero Soldier Boy.

His Dark Materials

The final chapter of this fantasy series finds Lyra and Will on a journey to a dark place from which no one
has ever returned. As Lyra's father’s great war against the Authority edges closer, they will learn that
saving the worlds comes at a terrible price.

House Of The Dragon

The reign of House Targaryen begins: House of the Dragon is the prequel to Game of Thrones. Based on
George R.R. Martin’s Fire & Blood, the series, which is set 200 years before the events of Game of Thrones,
tells the story of House Targaryen.

The Last Of Us

Taking place 20 years after modern civilization has been destroyed, Joel, a hardened survivor, is hired to
smuggle Ellie, a 14-year-old girl, out of an oppressive quarantine zone. What starts as a small job soon
becomes a brutal and heartbreaking journey for survival… humanity’s last hope.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Set thousands of years before the events of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, this epic drama follows
an ensemble cast of characters, both familiar and new, during The Second Age, as they confront the long-
feared re-emergence of evil to Middle-earth.

The Mandalorian

As the New Republic struggles to lead the galaxy away from its dark history, the Mandalorian— recently
reunited with the child Grogu—encounters old allies and make new enemies as the two undertake a
dangerous personal journey of redemption to restore the Mandalorian’s honor.

The Peripheral

Stuck in a small Appalachian town in 2032 with her veteran brother and ailing mother, Flynne Fisher’s only
escape from the daily grind is playing advanced video games. She’s such a good player that when she beta
tests a new game, it puts her and her family in real danger.

Pinocchio

In an Italian village, the wooden puppet Pinocchio is brought to life by the Blue Fairy and seeks the life of
adventure while striving to be a real boy. Pinocchio's life is turned upside down when he leaves his father
to follow the circus.



Prehistoric Planet

Experience the wonders of our world like never before in this series from the producers of Planet Earth.
Travel back 66 million years to when majestic dinosaurs and extraordinary creatures roamed the lands,
seas, and skies.

Prey

An all-new action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the newest entry in the Predator
franchise about a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a
technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

The Sandman

After years of imprisonment, Morpheus — the King of Dreams — embarks on a journey across worlds to
find what was stolen from him and restore his power.

See

See is set in a brutal and primitive future, hundreds of years after humankind has lost the ability to see. In
season three, almost a year has passed since Baba Voss (Jason Momoa) defeated his nemesis brother Edo
and bid farewell to his family to live remotely in the forest.

Star Trek: Picard

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they've ever faced.

Willow

Beyond the edge of the world lies the Immemorial City, a ruined place of eternal evil. The Crone awaits our
heroes.

End of Category



Outstanding Special Visual Effects In A Single Episode

Carnival Row

Fight Or Flight

Lovers Philo and Vignette risk their lives to help the oppressed Faefolk of Carnival Row.

Citadel

Secrets In Night Need Early Rains

With one of their own being held hostage by Manticore, Kyle, Nadia and Carter risk everything to save
them and thwart Manticore’s plans to acquire nuclear weapons. As our heroes grapple with the nuclear
threat, the identity of the mole within Citadel will be revealed.

The Crown

Ipatiev House

Eager to lead a newly democratic Russia, President Yeltsin tries to win the Queen's support while she
navigates new rifts in her marriage with Philip.

Extrapolations

2046: Whale Fall

Rebecca, a marine biologist, strives to connect with a humpback whale (voiced by Meryl Streep) before it’s
too late.

Five Days At Memorial

Day Two

The staff and patients think they’ve made it through the worst—except the waters aren't receding. Reports
of a new crisis circulate.

The Nevers

It's A Good Day

In 1896 London, Amalia’s hallucinatory time ripplings send her on a unique journey to an unforeseen
enemy, Dr. Hague, and the very first test subject of his horrible experiments. His own beloved family pet is
now half canine, half mechanical monster. It's unleashed on Amalia.

1923

The War Has Come Home

Jacob, Cara, and the Duttons go into town to take care of some business, and pleasure. Spencer and
Alexandra decide they won't waste any time, and later find new danger. The Duttons realize the feud with
the sheepherders is far from over.

The Old Man

III

Forced to flee, Chase finally tells Zoe the truth about his past, but it might be too late.

Shadow And Bone

Rusalye

Alina and Mal embark on a search for the second amplifier. Kaz hatches a scheme to lay waste to his
nemesis. Kirigan seeks a cure for what ails him.



Ted Lasso

Mom City

An unexpected guest has Ted on edge. When Richmond travel to Manchester for a big match, Roy and
Keeley become concerned about Jamie.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Ghosts

Jack races to stop the detonation of the Sokol nuclear device, which has traveled to the Czech Republic.
Petr and Luka’s secret histories come to the surface in a deadly reckoning.

The Umbrella Academy

Marigold

Five chases down Pogo, Viktor and Harlan attempt a transfer of powers, and Diego and Lila venture beyond
the wall of the White Buffalo Suite.

Vikings: Valhalla

The Thaw

The travelers make a deadly miscalculation on the way to Constantinople. Olaf sets off after Harald, and
Emma's paranoia pushes her over the edge.

Wednesday

A Murder Of Woes

Wednesday lands in trouble with Principal Weems, but that's just the start of her problems. To fight an
ancient evil, she'll need all her friends’ help.

End of Category


